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For the great *nosy of truth if often not the lie..
oontrived, dishonest- -but the 'myth - -

persistent, persuasive and unrealistic.
.

Too often, we hold fast to cliches of our
forebears: We enjoy the comfort of opinion without
the disboaTort of thought.

Joha F. Kennedy, June,11, 1962

2111a. atiligkay, XXVII No. 19
(July 15, 1962) p. 598.
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While the mere mention of the word "myth" today in communication

circles evokes many interpretations, the present discussion will be
1

guided by the meaning put forward by 0.8. Kirk, Professor of Classics at

Cambridge,' and author of.standrid'texts in the field) "Myths concern

us;" clalms Kirk, "because of .men's endearing inbistence on carrying

quasi-mythical modes of thought, evjiassion and cdamunication into a

supposedly scientific age."2 Ao fora neat-definition of myth, however,

Kirk disabuses us even to the possibility. "There is no one definition

of 6th," becaUse what the authotities call myths, "differ enormously in
,

their morphology and ,social functions P The etymological strategy of

arriving at a definition ismalso unhelpful in this case. The Greek word

"muthos", irk reminds us, means a tale, something, one utters, a

"tat eat, story, a plot or a pla)i.4 Clearly, there is more to myth,,

thad that. As a working strategy for this discussion, then, each
,

authority will supply the defidition required by the context.

The pioneer anthropologist, Bronislow Melimlaki, said that myths

were sacred in essence and distinguished between myths and legends or

folktalea which night be historical or entertaining, in character.5

Clyde Kluckhorn the acknowledged authority on the Navaho, on the other

. -

hand, claimed other functions oftmyth included simple entertainment and

intellectual edifioetion.6 kirk notes that many intelligent people

erpot myth not to be 3.earned or reasonmble, but rather to be pcetioal,

symbolic and beautiful. He notes, how. er, that in reality "Myths are

often none of these things - -many are prosaic, utilitarian and ugly."7
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Nineteenth century soholartrwere fasoinated by the scientific study

of myths and their oonorete desoriptions still have value: Max Muller

said myth was a 'disease of language. Andrew Lang asserted that myth

resulted from a personification of natural foroesior phenomena, a mental

prooese oharaoterishio bf the animistic: stage of culture. Sir James

Fraser regarded myths as mistaken explanations oehuman or natural

phenOmena.8 Ethnology Was shown, however, for "primitive" man, that

myth meant a true story, that wall a most precious treasure because it was,

sairSO,' a model to live by, end deeply significant to the interior life.

If the Arious scholars can't agree on a definition, or if they

are,* in fao , discussing different entities all labelled im$th,".why

.

should the itommunioation scholar, or mime specifically, therhetcrical

scholar, bother to study the phenomenon-at all?, The ans wer is that even

i f one were able to avoid the scholarly groundiwell,of interest in myth

d quasiityth, the insights provided by the study of myth speaki' to

p reuasive processes. Bristly, for the oommunioation Scholar, mythic

a yals may explain such of what is most relevant.

marring description of myth is that as with apectecles, one

.7
.300d thro the mythical lens the objective world without necessarily

being aware'of the distorting function of those spectacles. Myth is a

medium of communication. It seems that, without necessarily accepting

MoLuhan's vaunted equation, it is a medium which affects the ceception

of messagps. That is, myth has a rhetorioal function.

Roland Barthes is as generous in the extension of his term *myth"

as MoLuhan is in his definition of 'mediums". Barthae sees myth 14
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'wrestling, in detergent and in automobile design. Everything can be

myth:
4

I

Myth is .a type of speech. Myth oaiinot possibly
be an object, "concept, or an idea; it is* mode of
signitioation, a form. Sinpe.myth.is a type of

kspeec everything can be a myth provided it is
,conveyed .;by a.disccourse. Mytp is not defined by the
***join of the message, but by the way it utters this
message: there are foRmal limits to myth, there are
no "substantial' ones./

The study of myth, for Barthes, belongs to the provinca of a

general sciencesemiology.10 Myth is a semiolosystem just as

langues* is, and can be looked at in the Saussurian system of signifier,

the signified and the sign. 'Language, however, is the object, or the

raw eaterial of myth. Myth applies a Oemiolosial system to a

semiological system, a language to'a language, and is, ip Barthea'

terms, a sitalisgusgs, Thus writing, or pictures, or any other meesager

bearing object is fair game tortothe mythologist using semiologioal

principles. His des riptions of the mythologic:el attribute, of the

detergent Om* would be very familiar to a rhetorical critic who analyzed

a te4evision commercial for any American soap powder. Given the

framework of rhetorical2criticism is proposed by Becker,11 or Booth, 12

Barthes is indulging in rhetorical criticism. In a rhetorical framework

one-001;1d inquire into the ethos, of the soap powder, or seek to

determine' the enthvmeme 1:meriting in his examples of mythic

communication. Barbara Waroisk has marked out the interface between

structuralism and rhetorical critioism,13 and the implications she makes
A
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apply to, the Bartheaien insights.

4

1
Even with a semiotic perspective, the

scholartstinaights into the nature of myth

conventional communioatibn

hold up wall and despite
/

seeming contradicitons tb the semiotic approach, can be reconciled with

it rather neatly. For example, A.J.M. Sykes, writing in 1970, defined

myth as "the expression of abstract ideas in concrete form,"14 and said

that myth was a narrative mode of a general situation; was emotional,

)5 oncise, but not precise; was universally understood; although a

generalization, yet was concrete and particular; and conveyed a .

perception of a whole. He claimed:

The propositions made above overlap to some
extent and the relationi between them seem vague and
difficult to order in a logical sequence. This is
unavoidable; the essence of myth is that it is an
entity and cannot be broken down into exclusive
categories. The whole is afore than the sum of its
parts.15

He weneon to quote McLuhan: "Myth is the mode of simultaneous

awareness of a oomplex group of causes and teffects."16 The

categorization he deemed impossible is not, however, the deep structure

of the semiotician which Barthel:, for example, would apply co myths.

Waldo Braden, timiting himself to a public speaking context and

conoentrating on Southern susceptibilites to mythic appeals, explained
r

how myth must permeate a discourse, and how it isnot arhetorical

appendage.17 Both Sykes and Braden add a dimension to the discussion on

myths in that they show how specific human agents can use myths for

their own ends. While this is-not the prime concern of the

7
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anthropologist, classicist, or essayist who might have a deterministic
a

view of history and society, it is impoistant to the scholar of

communication.

The sociologist, C. Wright Mills sees myth as a step,in the

.

degradation of political philosophy

1
o mere rhetoric:

Ideology, as the public face of a political
philosophy, often becomes simply myth or folklore;
very often too even a minimum of ideology withers
away: alp

!I

at is left is an empty and irrelevant
rhetoric. °

Two English communication scholars with a structuralist

perspective, John Fiske and John Hartley, also see myth as an

intermediary between social vision,and basic conmunication.19 They are

interested in the progression from rhetoric to ideology, and in their

structural critique of television newscasts, in whioh they describe

their shot-by-shot analysis of a film of British troops in Northern

Ireland, they postulate a hierarchy in symbolic communication. The

first order is the sign itself,'the second order is'a myth (in'the

Barthesian sense), and tHe third order is an ideology.
r

Universality sd. tb316

One attribute of myths agreed on by scholars is their appearance

,

acrosb cultures geographically and chronologically separated. Campbell,.

for instance, mentions the universality of the myth of the virgin

birth 2O TWA leads to the supposition of the universality .of myths and

the question as to whether or not modern man has myths ang is affected

0
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by'fmyths. Because anthropolagiats describe myths as methods of

preceiving the world, by their.;Zture myths are invisible to those whom

they hold in thrall.

The psyhologist, Carlarl Jung) found that myth was "what is believed
_=

always, everrwhefe by everybody. 121 Jung posited the existence of-4

collective unconscious, below the level of each individual's pemional

unconscious.' An indefatigable mythologizer himaelf,22 Jung spread the

0

acceptance of the notion of arohetypes or universal images which resided

in the ychio li'e common to mankind. Acutely aware of Nietzche's

lamentable fate as the inevitable result of barpg his innermost vision

to an unaccepting generation, Jung couched all his writings in the guise

of science as, for example, in the Jungian axiom: "The ontogeny of

dream recapitulates the p)ylogeny of myth:123 It is then ironic that in

our supremely secular-age archetypal criticism is ao gleeful for a

literary critic such as Frank McConnell who, in btorvtellinz Ala

lithguiajg6 uses the archetypes of King, Knight, Detective and Clown to

explain cinema styles. The circle -has been completed by Thomas.Kuhn in

mag Structure 91 =Wail Bevolution who found Mythic dimensions in

scientific thought.2*

f
The popularizer of science, Carl Sagan, cor!idered myths to be the

richest, moat intricate and most profound insights obtained from human

introspection.25 A scientist with respect for precise scientific

measurement of astronomical observation, geological duration, and

submoleculer activity, Sagan did not emPkoy the term, Mytho.in its

popular meaning of something "widely believed and contrary-to fact," but
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as a "metaphor of some subtlety onea subject difficult to describe in

any other way." He quoted. Salustiiil definition from the fourth

century:. "Myth:, are things which never happened but always are,".and*

notedi

In the Platonic dialogues and va Renubliq,
every time Socrates cranks up a myth--the parable of
the cave, to take the most celebrated example, we

'know we have arrived at something central.

Sagan speculated that myth is ao pervasive in ttpe human species, so
4

integral in the consciousness of the huaan being that it may be hard-

'wired in the brain. He pointed out how medical science has debunked the

common sense notions that, from the view of brfin physiology, reading

(And writing, or r,eognizing words and numbers are similar activities.

He cited experiments with the-brain-damaged which have shown that there

are specific loci'for the different mental activities, and various

abstractions, such as "parts of speech" in grammar seem to be wired into

specific regions of the brain. This view offers an explanation why myth-

has so basic an appeal and why it is lodged ao]deep in the'llmman

palrohe.26

Communication scholars have long been familiar with tho insights of

11dward T. Hall is proposed inibiL§iledt Luggage,.27 Hall pointed out

that lessons learned Rinformallyd (wit' Alt technical or etplicit

instruction) are. accepted is part, of nature and reside in the

individual's belief system. These factors of routine experience are

10
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s Vale ly out of the individual's awareness and are usually taken for
\ -

grantid or ignored. Myths are%Iiimilarly accepted without i0M.

CleeaC
.

. 'Aalph Waldo Emerson categorically stated that we could not now our

own mythology because distancilt was eaeential for the recogbition and

interpretation of myths 28 Because of this inherent eluaivenesa, mythic

-thought is difficult to isolate, - and analyze, expressed as it is in what

Clifford Oeertz called *Intricate'aymbolic webs.as vaguely defined as

they are ;emotionally charged "a9 Because one of the-essentiat featurea

of, myths is that they *operate in menu minda without their being aware

of the fact,* as. Levi -Straum claimed,30-thiZ inacceasabilityis

reflected in current aithropoluiical uae by the'terAs *solo and Retie*.

Originally coined by linguist Kenneth Pike on the analogy'of "phonetic"

and *phomemic*,31 the terms emphasize the differences between the

perspectives of the carriers of a culture (emit) and a perspective that

doss not involve the viewpoint of. thoae involved rn a culture (etic).

This may explain why communication studies have largely ignored mythic

aspects of discourse within the U.S. Scholara who attempt to isolate

the role of myth in the public discourse of their own culture are faced

with all the oonatrainte of emic analyaia. La myth reifies the culture,

it *naturalizes* many aspects of life for the scholar-participant also,

thereby rendering itself invisible.

=Ma liranst 21=1222thtn.

Kirk, the classicist, claimed °that there are three major

developments in the modern study of myths. The first is that the myth!'
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of primitive sociatiliZre relevant to the subject as a whole: The

saciolpkista-anthropologists associated with this contribution inolude

Eir Ward B. TylOr,Emile Burkheim and Sir James Frazer. The second was

Freu.d's 'discolfery of theunconscious and its relation to myths and

dreams The Ahird, theme most current; is the structuralist approach of

Claude Levi-Strauss who considered Myth to be one mode of human

-communication, a product of language.

Kirk devotes much effOrt to explaining Levi-Struaas, ideas and

provides a synopsis which is unavailable in Levi-Strauss' own work:

Just as tho elements of language--sounds or
phonemes--are meaningless in isolation, and only
take on significance" in combination with other
phonemes, so thd elements of mythdthe individual
narrative elements, the persons or objacts7-are
meaningless in themselves, and only take on
aignificance thropgh their relation with each other.
But it is not the formation of mere narrative as
such that is significint; rather it is the
underlying structure of r1ations that determines
the real *meaning,' of a min, just as it is the
underlying structure of a language that gives it
signifitiance as a means of communication.32

§truaturalisa assumed that the human mind has certain universal

characteristics and that they reflect common structures in the brain.

Thus people in all cultures think alike, in thi sense that they have the

same mental processes, and must classify phenomena in order to function.

Whili many, if not most, phenomena are oontinuous rather than discrete,

a universal aspect of the ,never to classify is opposition or contrast.

In Aristotelian terms, this may be compared to the definifions which

depeAds on the gun, what the thing is, and the sljjleLantaa, what

12
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distinguishes it from everything else; For Levi - Strauss, all contrasts

and oppositions, of which the most fundamental is binary (good -evil,

white-black, high -low, young-old) are reflections of the human need to

convert continuous contrasts into abaolut contrasts. Myth, for Levi+

.1\SIPIPasStrauss, has the function of explaining the itions which may be

intrinsically artifacts of the human mental class cation process; that

is, of resolving logical contradictional.33 K cai.efill to give his

own view, however, which is that while Levi-Strauss formally maintains

that the content of myths is irrelevant; he does, in fact, rely on

specific content for his ultimate interpretation.

What is agreed upon by representatives of many disciplines, is that

Levi-Strauss maintained that myths arise from the universal human desire

to understand and come to terms with the fundamental and discomforting

contradictions in life experiences faced by all people in all cultures

at all times. For example,_ William Kelly, a critic of American popular

culture, used the structuralist approadb-to analyze Saturday Night Fever

is

which portrayed, societal and personal value systeal*-4nparlict.311 The

bultural. anthropologist, Conrad Kottak, found it just as appropriate a

procedure to apply Levi-Strausals structuralist assumption to analyze-

'modern American' attitudes to the mythology diasiminated by the Disney

organization as he did ,to the mythologies of the Mbuti pygmies in the

Ituri forest. Kottak disoussed the Mickey Mouse totem, the pilgrimage

to Disneyworld, fc)tball, rock music and jt her aspeots of Amerien

culture. He addressed the American to forestall objections: "As an

American native, you probably question this structural anthropological

13
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perspective on football and rock, just as South American Indians

int ,rmanta might doubt a structural analysis of their important

myUss."35 Similaky, Michael Real, a critic of mass culture, described

the Super Bowl as mythic spectacle, and chose to study Disneyland,

Marcus Reny, and Billy Graham in an attempt to understand the

relationship between culture and communication.36

Ittgagang Religious 1101.1,

Merced Eliade, an historian of religions, followed Malinowski in

linking myth to the religious impulse,37 In traditional societies,

according to Eliide, the reliving of the deeds of the gods and heroes

imported a sacramental aspect to human exittence which was rich in

significance. Myth permeated daily life through work and handicrafts.

Eliadets .ideas bridge the interpretation of myth in primitive societies

t-to myth in modern life. With the industrial revolution and the

seoularization of work, man feels himself to-be the prisoner of work in

which he can never escape from time. He, in reaction, expends his

religious tmpulse inleisure time, in entertainment where one must look

for the myths of modern man. The mythical attitude is found in the

modernts distractions an4 in unconsoious psychic activity (dreams;

fantasies and nostalgia.).

Bloausa so much of modern man's leisure time is spent with

televi4lon, for example, -it is easy to see how Eliadeta framework

appeals\to the mass media scholar, who can use& the structuralist or

semiotio approach to analyse and explainilfilms or television programs.

d
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.Eliade would have the scholar apply the sciences of comparative

`religionl'ethnology, orientalism, depth-psychology and the systematic

study of symbolism (whiph helped modern society understand primitive

societies), the task of understanding modern media.38 Myth has not

been eliminated in modern society --it has been repressed, partly into

the obscurer levels of the psyche, partly ,into the secondary or

irresponsible activities of society.39, In this view he echoed the bleak

vision of Lewis Mumfcrd who in 141 Myth la ibipAchine described the

payqhice consequences of mass culture determined by current technologial

priorities.°

Eliade argued for modern Western understanding of archaic and

Oriental cultures. He proposed that it is important to note that

*archaic and oriental cultUes succeeded in conferring positive values

on anxiety, death, self-abasement, chaos . . valuei which to modern

man man are only terrifying, absurd or demoni0.1141 An observer
A

chronicling modern American televiAionls treatment: of recant Iranian

behavior, especially that of the Ayatollah Kholeini, must see the

parallel with Eliade's ideas. Such in observer is a Professor of

English at Columbia University, Edward Said, who writing in Mercer's

claimed that despite the network's million-dollar-a-day_coverage from

Tehran, little has emerged save a few Blythe amounting to *Islam hates

America.*42 Th6 ritualistic sameness of the stories, the cabalistic

recounting of the numbers (how many hostages, how many days), the

personification of complex entities, the reductionism of *the three

minute courses on the history of Islam* are all the stuff of myth for

15
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the ethnocentric viewer.

13

Similarly, EliLade claimed that the mythological impulse operates

for the modern Western adolescent who perceives real or imaginary heroes

and tales of adventure on.the screet643 Furthermore, claimed Eliade,

)

even if we took no account of the ritualistio origins Wild 1aythological

structure of the drama or film, and neglected aesthetic considerations

entirely, the time splint by modern man in these diversions is-a

heightened, conoentrated time of a d....:erent quality troll 'mere secular

duration. This 'physical time modern iidevotes to diversion requires a

mythological attitude similar to that of primitive man who followed

mythical heroes througlesall details of human existence: labor;

handicrafts, war and love. "The reliving of that which the Gods and

Heroes had lived jajjja temnore. imparted a Aeoramental aspect to human

existence," claimed RU*110." With the secularization of work, modern

man became the prisoner of time, needed to "kill time,' and invented may

diversions with "concentrated time' including the theatre and the

cinema. From a perusal of the,Neilsen ratings. one can gain ample

evidence of the devotion with which 4odern Americans perform tam,

ritualistic exercises.

nada= at Mk. tp

While many of the ippliostions'of myth analysis have traditionally

been in the oontext.of religion and/or cultures temporally and

geographically removed from our own, what is needed in the present

oontezt is a notion of myth that is semaar in referenoe an4 that can be

16
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applied to contemporary American media in a way that clarifies the
.

relationship between culture and coimunication. Such a notion may be

arrived at by studying myth through its cultural functions. Malinowaki

was one of the strongest proponents of a functional approach, that is,

.3

studying mythin'its social, 'ritual and ethical facts rather than as a

body of imaginative and pseudo - scientific to es. His definition of

mythology,. then, will serve as a- starting point for a functional

approach: Myth is a body of narratives woven into a culture which

dictates belief, define! ritual and acts ass,a chart of the social

order.45

1. Iternaktma &atm&

Myth functions, firstly, as, part of-the perceptual system of a
4

culture through which unfamiliar situations, originating either within

the culture or outbids it, are interpreted and fitted into old symbolic

molds. In helping to piitelk th9 relationships-among basic beliefs,

values and behaviors that organize social interaction, myths produce

common social understandings of new social conditions.

Television is cmedium with a high degree of both' familiarity and

credibility partly because it structures. the culture's dominant mode of

perception into all its messages, particularly into its coverage of

unfamiliar situations. It does this in spite of its apparently iconic

representation.of reality. Perception of reality through television is

t, 'mediated through the many different codes of TV, not the least of which

is based on the corpus of myths which the producete of telemediated

17
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messages share with.thilr viewers. Indeed, there are finny examples of

the structure of these messages being 'organized according to the mythic

needa of the culture for whose eyes and ears they are intended and not

according to the internal needs of the 'story" itself. In fact, the

story is often made meaningful only when its manner of encoding
/

Oterlooks with the perceptual. process supplied by ele viewer, which is

.

itself culturally gediated by the myth-models of society.

A particularly apt example of myths functioning a perceptual

models through which unfamiliar conditions are interpreted, is provided-

by Saida analysis of American press coverage of the hostage crisis in

Iran. While the massive amount of highly-focussed media attention on

Iran gave the sense that'Islam as an objective reality was being

analyzed in a detailed, rational way and wis,preflume0 by millions of

Americans to be fair, balanoed, responsible ocrierage of eventst.in fact

it served to fit the plethora of unfamiliar events in po.lt-revolutionary

Iran into the more familiar molds of previously-existing myths

concerning Islam. American television presented a version of events

that was based on extreme ethnocentrism, simple-minded cliches and a

'narrowly- defined self- interest which translated every ..vent into either

an affront to or an enhancement of U.S. power.

Said oontended that press coverage was severely "flawed by

ideological hobbles" among which were buried various powerful myths.

These concerned the exolusive tdentifioation of being Western with

having civilize4 ideals; subordinating the need to gain the release of

the hostages to th6al priority Of*IkeePing America strong"; and
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glamorizing the virtues of modernization. This "produced a concept Of

'Islam whose apex and culmination was "the ex-Shah of Iran, both at his

zenith as a modern ruler and,,whenia regime collapsed, as a casualty

of medieval fanaticism and religiosity." For moat of the public,

however, the mythical lens through which the news media focussed on

events in Iran was itself

2. ikanaliumbiggaIJ

second function of myth is to create exemplary models for a whole

booiety-in a process that translates a single life-history into ea

archetype, thereby setting up patterns for imitation. The nrooesses of

formal religionsCaitl formal education in every society are obvious:4 of

central importance £h determining which powerful human images will be

focussed upon and elevated to the rank of exemplary model But as

Made has pointed out, the screen media play a similar role i n setting

up heroes and heroines to carry on mythological traditions. The heroic

figures of TV, howeier, dit0r in an important' way from those of the

more traditional media. Because of the obviput concern of TV for

j
responding to th/e fluctuations in audieno taste and because it`relies

very heavily on dramatic conventions, TV is an excellent medium for

acting out the concerns of its audience. The private-life/concerns of

the public are translated into shared public images in the form of

characters with wholy:the viewer can identify, in 1 ge es of program-,

king from soap operas to presidential election coverage. In the inter-

aotton with TV characters, a viewer condenses private concerns and

projects them onto the screen. Since non-fictional TV also relies on

19
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,-
dramatic) conventipna of presentation, even the struggle between candi-

dates becomes the struggle between groups, or the battle between Good

and Evil.
v

Regarding the nAus on television, Gerbner and Signorelli have

stressed that television is viewed non-seleotivelyt ands that many, if

tot the majority, of the most ardent news viewers are also heavy viewers

of television drama. They conclude that "television is-a regular ritual

of whioh news is a minor art.'46 Bennett contended that television

programs "shape publ perceptions of ongoing reality through the

dramatic enactment of the, not through the conatruotion of detailed,

rational models of obj dive reality."47 Most traditional media are

time - -rather than space - -biassed (using Innis terminologyam)-'and are

non-iconic. This means that the audience is still able to project

private concerns ontenthio Mbroes and villains, whO therefore require

little updating by the story - teller. Televisiont.lOwever,.is not only

less time -biasaed but is also an extremely ioonio medium. These

qualities require that the visual impact of television heroes and

villains be oontinually up-dated. Television, therefore,/responda

raster to ohanges in the oulture and has a ne set of heroio figures

ready for each new season.

Certainly ideology in television is not restrioted to coverage of

current affairs. The vast amount of-fiotional programming is alto a

harbinger of ideollry via the exemplary ,nodel,;lirgely becaupe of TV's

reliance on a series format based on a particular "formuiaig. Eaoh

episode of a program may be treated as V different version ofAbasio

20
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mythology which is established in the opening episodes. The only

changes from week to week in a police show, for example, are in the

various characters and situations which signify, the same mythic

dimensions in the problems presented for solution. While a viewer can

grasp the meaning of a single episode in isolation, a broader

understanding can be obtained by comparing different episodes, because

persistent principles are continually advocated throughout a series.

Further insight into the mythic core of a series can be obtained by,

comparing it with other programs.within the same genre. Thus, within

the police series genre, for instance, lateral comparisons between'

"Ironsides,""Iejak,""Starsky& Hutch," "Columbo," "Baratta," "Cifirs"

and "The Hill Street Blues" reveal that each triggers different myths,

although the genre itself gives expression to the egalitarian ideology

of America and "reifiesthe notirof

3. - rigatlialirmintatinsai
third major function of myi is the power it gives for handling ,

confliot, both within a culture itself and between cultures. When

alternative forms 01' organisation present themselves, myth.is, as Aly

the autonomous individual "u19

reminded us, "a language of argument, not a'chorus of harmony "50 Levi-

Strauss has opened up a new perspective on myth byproposing at the

principal characters or imagery of a myth always stand in an initial

relationship of opposition to one another and that this opposition is

resolved through the narrative of the myth by a series of mediating
.../

characters. H.t method of structural analysis helps to illuminate the

a
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role of myth in TV programs and other modern cultural events. Claus,

for instanoe, examined "Star. Trek' as a program based on moral...problems

which are stated in the form of conflict between opposites. (the

Enterprise crew, reasonably devoted to order and democracy, protecting

the weak and innocent, is pitted against the Klingon Empire which,

brutal and self-serving, exploits the weak and innocent).51 Captain

4

Kirk, the "stereotypical ideal of America normalcy," in the chief

mediator when opposing ideals of American society confront one another

fictionally. The clarity with which the conflicts of life are presentedi

and resolved in !Star Trekie may help to explain the cult-like following

of viewers that it has generated.'

Conflict between opposites is not onfined to fistion, howeverl.aa

a reexamination of news ooverage of Iran indicates. The ethnocentric

view of the Ameri9an news media is fundamentaly dualistic, resting on a

series of mythio polarities. which oppose the pure "we" to the evil

"they". Said's analysis is pertinent here. While "we" were "normal",

"they" displayed a "neurotic" moral fervor and writhed in "self-
%

provoked frenzy, longing fcir martyrdom." Iran was reduced to "the rage

of thwarted religious passion" and "Islam amok." While *wee were

democratio and fair, "they" were militant, dangerous and anti-Amerioan.

Mesentment, suspicion and oontempt mere oharacteristio Of "Waal. The

rations] order of life in America was contrasted with the disorder of

Iran, and the images which conveyed this disorder easily resonated

within American .culture. Iran vas, at One time, "suffering from

-revolutionary hangover," at another, "a oreacent of crisis, a oyolone

22
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hurtling aoross a md.:14." Television, with its ability to juxtapose

polarised, iconic images, could make powerful non-verbal statements too:

an IBC three - minute oourse on Islam, for instance, complete, with images

of purdah, self -flagellationand mullahs, ended with 'admirably

wholesome" schoolchildren in Wisconsin orgnizing a patriotic "Unity

day.*

,IFeiss coverage of the denouement, the resolution of the hostage

crisis, oonoluded the long aythio narrative of the oonfliot between

opposites by concentrating almost exclusively on the mediators: the

State Department officials waiting for the release before opening the

.10$

bottles of ohampagne; the praotioal problems of tiih ohief U.S.

negotiator Warren Christopher (whom more than one oommentator called a

"folk hero") suddenly finding himself at noon on Inauguration Day

stripped of his diplomitio status while still in Algiers, caught, as it

were, between the battle lines; the tired President, denied the relaxed

enjoyment of his last night in the White House, beoayse of the

negotiations, then, more bitterly, denied the triumph of announcing the

end of the saga because he too, Cinderella-like, was stripped of his

heroic role when the clock struck twelve on Inauguratioon Day. This

final, 'tragic twist in the saga (disappointment -in-the -hour -of -

triumph), it was suggested, was the final taunt of the enemy, the last

vicious twist of the dying dragon.- The amiliar symbolic format into

which this inter-cultural oonflio was fitted, shaped by all the

previous epios in the Western tra tion, was given formal closure by the

heightened media attention given to the duration of the saga. This was

,
? 3
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I oounted, not in months (14-1/2) nor in weeks (63-1/2) but in days (444).

This last mythic choice proviaed a fitting recapitulation, not only in

tacitly underlining the length of the hostage ordeal, but also in

providing a number for the audienoe that is mnemonic, symmetrical and

quasi-mystioal.

4. Iglaritimmaanitim

,A fourth function of myth is the reduotion of the continuous
v,

randomness of historioal experience to an intelligible pattern. Mythris

therefore more uniform than the history on which it is built,- hence

Marandats description of myth as 'the hallucinogenic ohant in whioh

mankind harmonises the vagaries of history--the chant hummed for

generattons in the minds of men and humming itself in the human mind."52

As 'time passes, important events which were onoe full of detail lose

much of their previous content and retain only the skeleton of their

former meaning. In time, they may even beoome the vehicles of new

sienifioanoe. For inatanoe, the metal plaques on Parisian walls name

the times and plaoes of death of the minority of French pibple who

resisted the Nazis. Seen in retrospeot, however, after four decadca of

accretion of meaning, the plaques signify not resiatanoe but the

lieleanng, the struggle not of the few but of the whole nation. Myths,

therefore, funotion as part of the reifioation of a oulture, that in,

they are 'part of the cultural winstruotion of the reality of that

culture. As Dolgin and Magdoff point out, the Frenob Revolution is no

longer merely history, but myth, the condensed symbol of the nation.

Liktwise, Independenoe Day in the U.S. signals 'no longer,mdrely a
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metaphor for American independence, but a far more encompassing concept

of the Nation"53 Few French schoolchildren know that the Bastille was

abandoned when it was stormed. Similarly, Americana aref not reminded

that a large proportion, perhaps the majority, of the population in 1776

were content to stay Britiah.511 Rualianware not familiar with the

bloodless entry into the Winter Palace in 1917, nor Irishmen reminded

that passersby jeered at their patriots at the Dublin Post Office in

1916.

Mv Bibual, limIgim
The concepts of culture, mith, ritual add ideology are entwined.

Cultur4, as defined by the anthropolgist COnrad Kottak, "consists of
0

A.
w traditions Ldat govern the thought and behavyr of individuals exposed

.

tothem."55 Myth and ritual govern both thought and behavior and are

elements of a oulture. Kirk quotes Edmund Leach: "Myth. . is the
A

counterpart of ritual; myth implies ritual, ritual implies myth, they

are one and the aame."56 The link between myth and culture was likewise

made bylotch: "Ritual action and belief are alike to be underatood,aa

forms of symbolic: statement about the social4order." Levi-Stradss

examined the nature of the relationship between myth and ritual by'

reducing both to their structural elements, thus emphasizing their

similarities.57 Kluokhorn'e definition of ritual ag "an,obsessive

repetitive activity" whiCh is often a symbolio dramatization of the

needs of the :moiety is useful for a scholar who would use She concepts

of myth and ritual to explain some of the behavior in our masa

25
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culture 58 The obsesaive repetitive nature of television-watching

surely qualifies it to Os considered as a ritualistic activity.

Elimhes view of modern manta religious -magicfl -mythical impulae also

applies to the time spent on_television, and the programs, be they aoap

operas or news, are clearly candidate* for mythic analysis. Lawrence

and.Tinberg claimed that they identified mythic Larkins in news events

and saw a "mythic preference" in determining what is considered news.

They examined the recent hijack .ispisode'a of Mayaguez, Entebbe and

Mogadishu 59 Using content analysis, Robert Rutherford. Smith ale°

searohad for mythic elements in television news.60 Using the

Aefinition: "gyth is any narrative which explains or renderpin fictive

or anthropomorphic terms Perceptions of physical nature of social

litito61 Smith came to the conPluaion that television news could be

'"Understood as a narrative that exained or rendered in fictile terse

perceptions of out social environment. ,Gerbner aneConnally synthesized

similr ideas and concluded that "television presents a total world of

meaning whoae relationship tothe state is not unlike at of the church
1

In an earlier-time."62

The role of myth.. in this 'scheme is bxplicitly put'forward:

TV appears- to cultivate &bumptious that fit
its soolally functional myths--myths regarding age,
social stereotyping, oultural background, who in
society is powerful and who acquiesces to that
power. These myths foril a value system that is
presented almobt twenty four hours e day, every day

if in millions of homes across the'country. Television
°indeed be ne established religion of the

iustrial order.

2 0



Perhaps because of the__ spiritual and mystical eleients involved in

religion, television's role may be leis well-dosorioed by the term

*religion* by the term unensumberedby mystiox.ans ideology. The

loth' that tors aerie and Como Ltes value System may bi preoisely

described Isontributions the dominant ideoltogy.

This is the position taken by Lanes Se4ett, whos in his essay
A

entitled 'Myth, Itituel and Political Coatrol,f1 started from precise

definition of terms and ended in an overarching theory.- Culture for

swat, %assists of the patterned relations among basis beliefs,

Tel se and behaviors, that -Organise `social lateraotions and
eatioSil Common understandings result from oulturel processes

so attest social conditions. He olaimed, basks models of

society are sailed laths, and the soogal routilma through which they are

applied are Gelled rituals.* Is 'considered that the Aseripan

seen. had no forma ideologies, so *political myths and rituals guide

tae prooeosew in which polleies are made and publlo opinion is formed.*

Sennett claimed that mythi are *slipped into* the

'suboonsolous thinking* of school children and *the body of ePth- is the

basis of political consoloutpess is American society,' his lists of

these myths is not u ooherent as Herbert Sehilleros list,7 Schiller

desoribed five myths that structure media content: the Myth of

.Individualism and Personal Choice, the Myth of Neutrality, the Myth of

Weehaaging Human Nature, the Myth of the *Wins' of Social Conflict, and

the Myth of Media Pluralism. Schiller isOonderned with the persuasive

impact of media, and while he undoubtedly uses the word *myths as
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0..thing widely held but false, Lt also qualifies,as a myth in the

Bar thesian sense.

Utanitkilast ana Mad& Simla
Myth harmonises the vsgszies of history into a uniform pattern of

meanings. One interesting feature of this process of cultural

reitioation is that myths *Jae to be regarded within the oulture as

'natural' and are taken for granted. As the histories that we make

beOome naturalisid, they also beoome invisible to us as Barthel pointed

out: In the absence of a, multi- oulturkl, comparative framework, we

usually cannot conceive thirreality of the lives of people who do not

live as we do. Me can see that other societies are culturally

constructed but we feel that our world is not at all the result of a

historical process. As' innooent mythBoonsuaers, we read our myths as

facts instead of as oulturally-oonstruotod images. This ethnocentrism

according to Delilah jitip Slot sakes our culture's tampion sense' into

basis laws of human natures*" When the power of a myth misfires, when

someone is in a position to perceive the myth as myth rather than as

'common senses, the result is alienation, or what (Wertz more accurately

calls *semantio tension.'

While, generally speaking, if one has to live in a oultur., it is

not profitable nor evan oomfortable to Oballswge doitinant myths, minor

myths can be demolished with charm and grace for the delectation of the

audlenoe. Such an occasion arose when so leach establishment organ

than MUM again* included, in its book club offering, an expose of

28
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George Washington's expense accounts. Dan Nina° and James Combs -went to

considerable pains to trace the origin of another myth of Washington's

honesty --the cherry tree mythe It seems that the mythology inculcated

in gradesohooT 'matte 'tempered in college in an attempt to inoculate

against alienation. If Vietnai and Watergate are-any inaoation, the

challenging of major political myths are accompanied by national trauma.

The extinguishing of the major myths of Nazism slquired a fiery

DaUgAimmumaa.

The nationwirsemantio tension caused by a myth oan be readily

studied by acase:analysis of the John Wayne image projection. Wayne

was a hero in World War II movies such as ylvitz iar
juduadalg, and Agpflagamij,g& and, according to McConnell, i "truly

mythic" figure, a "king as seen fetbm the vantage point of romance" in

his more reoent westerns: lbdilimr, Zia MIA Ithalhal lama Mum

Lta JWAik, =ht Aiutzakiri, Irat gal, and It /maul." His

identification with the Hollywood hawks on Vietnam was epitomized by Xk
gpign Jim a& a box office sensation in 1968.

According to McConnell, "John Wayno," during the years of America's

,involvement in the Vietnam war was for a generation, "not only a proper

name but a ooamon noun, an adjective; a projectile word fraught with

political implioations." In the time of national lack of confideno* in

4.. its presidents and their polioies, *Wayne's mine of authoritarian and

withdrawn patriarchy was bound to b000me, even if he had not involved

himself in the debate over the war, a metaphor for what was wrong with

us rather than what was best about us."

29 1,
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As the furor over Viitnan died dcxn, the conflicts receded, and

Waynele image prevailed. His influence in his later years was

oelebrated. Waynets discussions with Trujillo the Panamanian dictator

were oredited with defusing some of the rightist anger at the return of

the Panama Canal to'Patiams6 He revolved a special medal from Congress

and full-page advertisements of his eulogy appeared in major magazines

and newspapers

MoConnel

transitory and

at -his death.

has an ezplanationiti the moments of conflict are

how the outcomes are inevitable:

The human mind naturally orders its exper-
ience, naturally imposes a form and a sense on the
world atoned it: language a storytelling are
species-specific inatinota wi Us. And so it' is
with cultures: they cannot okk: but recapitulate

., the archetypes, for the Arohotypes are the very way
in which cultures exist.lu

-Mita sit Idol=
ideologies, of course, are not wholly static and change

imperceptibly in order to meet new circumstances' which they are not able

to interpret. Thus, between 1965,and 1975, the-American ideology of war

(based on myths of adventure, of manhood initiation, of technology

versus nature--what might be called the 'recruiting poster' myth) had to

be radically changed in order to abiorb the lefeat in Vietnam, b may

now be reverting to the pre-1965 state. Between 1975 and '81, the

ideology governing American perceptions of its relatlonsh p with the

Third 'World changed radically.(when oompared, for instance, to what it

, 30
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wee in the Presidency of John F. Kennedy) to a000mmodate. economic

frustrations with OPEC, rhetorical, frustration with the new 17adership

is the 0.11., and, of course, severe humiliation in Tehran. More rapid

ideological shifts are also possible, if external circumstances warrant

then. Lewis Clapham, for instance, consented on how the public

celebration over the return of the hostages from Iran (and the new tone

of belligerence, in foreign policy that it promoted) functioned to

conceal what was, in the eyes of most 'of the rest of the world, a

resounding defeat or American prestUps.71

One way for the critic ,to discover how television achieves an

ideological significance is, by careful content analysis, to lay. bare

the syths underlying -Particular kinds of programming. "Thus, for

instant, the popularity of a program like *Dallas* may be explained by

it articulation of dominant American myths set in oompetition with each

other. This particular configuration of myths, like a grammar, ants

expressively for programers and receptively for viewers in their task

o! interpreting the options of response to events which are available to

characters within the fictional world of "Dallas.. Television, like

bardio poets in non-industrial cultures, renders the perceptions of the

day into consciously - structured stories which are based on a set of

myths to which viewers have easy access. Intuitions about such en

analysis can be most profitably tested against the reactions of 'foreign

audiences whose responses are influenced either by a different set of

myths or by perceptions of what Anarican myths sight be.

An equally important critical task is to tura attention to the

31
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predominant mode of _presentation of television programming, where

iojeology also lurks. The usual lode is based on the naturalistic

fiction devices of the realist tradition of etitri-telling, which in turn

is based on a set of narrationventions derived from the literate

bourgeois oulture that produced the novel. Realism is so entrenched in

Western oulture that we generally fail to see it as anytifioial

Onnsiruot, a mode in which this culture prefers the ritual condensation

or its myths to be oast, Whorf points out that the language we use to
boss to grips with the world is culturally constructed (there is nothing

*natural* about it) and yet it is self - effacing (it producis *real-

seemingnessy).72 Likewise the thoroughly familiar conventions of film

and television realism hide the fact that the very mode of narration, as

well as the story content, is structured, that is, that the way a story

is narrated is as fictional as the story itself.? 3 Realism presents

itself not as one way of'seeing but as 1kt way.

Only in 'the work of itarealist artists (who are very rare on

television) is our relatiiinship with realism defamiliarised. In the

work of a Godard in film, * Joyce in prose or a Breoht in theatre we

become aware of the oonventions of the genre and the radical

inadequacies of a realism which had previously obliged us to accept its

version of reality, whether we liked it or not. Where the ideology of

metarealism is overt (it criticises the monopoly of realism as the way

of seeing and its produotion of a consumerist, non-critical attitude)

the ideology of realism is hidden. Ono. television's artificial

reality has been established as familiar sad *real*, it becomes a

32
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vehicle for the communication of the cultural ideologies of the dominant

forces that have greatest &bowls to televisiowend the viewer loses the

power to maintain a critical distance. Televisioi realism,

.they

fore,,

acts as a silent weapon ln the extekaion of oettain ideologkes (those

maintaining the socio- economic system within which television operates)

over all other sections of society.

-fiklidglit alLtilaiSIWADE
4

To what extent is it possible to influence ideology in a deliberate

way? In the past, literary movements have been potent creators of new

4ths, and though the number of di:4ot participants in the mythology has

been smdil, certain myths have been strong enough to perpetuate

Ps-
themselves through at least a century. The Romantic Movement- is a

sucoessfil case in point.74 In this century the Surrealist Movement

consciously created the myth of love as an anti - social, disruptive force

that exists beyond the frame of !silly, work and country. It also

yielded the myth of the writer or artist use subversive force, single-

handedly attacking society, whence efforts to rehabilitat the Murquis,

de Sade, for instance, as a *grandiose, Luoiferilin oreatures.75 With t

greater popular interest, science fiction writers have sought to express

current tensions in mythic ways, on the premise that creative

imagination is frequently able to give a more oomprehensive view of a

debate than rational argument cam:76 Despite the Science Fiction diotum

that stories ought lo be postulatid'on-scientific concepts extrapolated

from existing data, many stories enthusiastically adapt current
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.tionnology for their mythical purposes. Nuclear power, for instance,

has beooae "a metaphor for the nearly magical fashion in walch heroic

scientists could overcome the inoonvententTlaws of nature and get space-

borne cowboys out to the endless frontiers of intargalaotio spat:m."77
o

With the icoreasing pularity -of the genre through its adoption by film

and television, undoubtedly qualifies as a most interesting example

of deliberate intervention in the usually hidden cultural mechanisai
7,14

which generate myths. It is beyond the scope of the present study,

however, to speculate on the mythic genealogy of Romanticism, Surreal/Bat-

or Science Fiction, particularly on the extent to which these aovementi

truly represent new *Ohio_ departures from what has existed beer*.

Just as new myths arc born, with or without conscious human colla-

borption, so-old myths die. Once the full'implioations of a myth are

understood, it will fe discarded as either "propaganda* or 'cliche".

The screen media, d ite their marginal interest in sitire, are prime
0

11011411111 this dire° on. "All In the Fanny," for example, contributed

to the d so, among at least some sections of American culture, of the

rugged Judi ism of the WISP as a national norm and idea1,78 "Mary

Hartman, Nary Hartman., "Soap* and Vernwood Tonight* likewise under-

mined -marry of the myths that other programs, had propagated.. Sometime

audiences even take into their own hands the urge demytholcigise, as

in the case of *Reefer Madness2, a 19505 film condemning the evils of

marijuana which has beooae something of a cult film among young

audienoes today who enjoy ridiculing its ideology.

In analysing the implications of myth, is the scholar also a

34
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spoiler, dlioarding myth as propaganda or cliche by removing its "real-

seemingneszudestroying'the myth by explicating it? In some ways the

oilers* fits and, as Roland Berthas suggests,'" there are also personal

oonsequencii that the mythologist should consider: wreaking havoc in

the language of the community outs one off from the myth-coAsumers and

makes the undertaking appear as an act of destruction. But it is

doubtful if the spoiler,role of the scholar is at all comparable in is

ieffects to the broader cultural mechanisms (including media themselv s)

which periodically and spontaneously excise certain mythr-from the

culture. -

?ha broader responsibility of the scholar is founded on the belief

that analysis of.the mythictl dimension of telemediated messages allowi

us more fully to appreciate how we are shapedinto what our culture

considers to be moral creatures by both the form and content of

television programming. In contrast to print, which segments experience

and segregates readers into private oontaot with books, television

commands a community of viewers, who although spatially separated, are

in multi-sensory, simultaneous contact with the same stimulus materials.

Television has assumed the mythical role of the story-teller and is

carving out for itself something of a monopoly in the creation and

propagation of myth, The function of the mythologist is to point out

how we are generally unaware of the ideological forms of television

within which we think and act, because these forms are taken to be

'naturals. Such reflection should oonvinoe us that rather than great

disparities between cultures, there are in fact common ways of reacting

35
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to the symbolic systems each culture generites. The gains to t e made

both in' clearer understanding of how intra-cultural communicseiion works

men ameliorattion of rigid ethnocentriim are great. Scholarly

attention .to myth suggests that "we can no longer blithely assume that

they have myth, while we have history, that they have superstition while

we hive religion, that they have magic while we have science."

36
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